We performed high signal-to-noise ratio TPF imaging of mouse intestine with a laser system exhibiting 30 fs tunable within 800-1200 nm, 50 mW average power, based on a compact Yb-doped laser seeding a microstructured fiber.
Introduction
In many applications such as multiphoton imaging 1 , nanosurgery 2 , and nanostructuring, there is a high demand for low-cost, compact, tunable, and high power ultrafast lasers. Compared to commercial Ti:sapphire systems typically used in multiphoton imaging, Yb-doped lasers 3 offer ultrashort pulses with high power and direct diode pumping, which drastically lowers the complexity and cost of the laser. However, their drawback is limited wavelength tunability. The tunability can be addressed with the proper selection of a nonlinear fiber 4 . In addition, a center wavelength around 1 micron can be beneficial for biomedical imaging and cell surgery, owing to less tissue absorption and scattering for most biological tissues. Moreover, the system can be tuned near the two-photon excited fluorescence peak of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) 5 . These wavelengths can be difficult or impossible to achieve with Ti:sapphire lasers. We demonstrate the laser system potential for nonlinear microscopy by obtaining high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) two-photon excitation fluorescence (TPEF) images of a mouse intestine section labeled with different dyes.
Results
The tunable laser system layout is depicted in Fig. 1 . The high power, low-noise, SESAM-modelocked Yb-doped solid-state laser generates 2 W of average power, 230 fs pulse duration, at 1040 nm central wavelength, with 40 MHz pulse repetition rate. The Yb laser oscillator output is coupled into a micro-structured fiber with coupling efficiency >60%. The oscillator spectrum is broadened into relatively smooth spectrum using a micro-structured fiber to cover the 800 to 1250 nm range (black curve in Fig. 2a ). Subsequently, the broadened spectrum is sliced and compressed by a prism compressor to 30 fs pulse duration (Fig. 2b) . The average power of each selected spectral slice is up to 80 mW, for a slice bandwidth of 100 nm (blue curve in Fig 2.a) .
Yb oscillator
Micro-structured fiber The tunability of the compressed pulses is shown in Fig. 2c . For the majority of the broadened spectral range, the pulses preserve a high degree of coherence and are compressed to approximately 30 fs. At the spectral edges, compressed pulses are somewhat broader, owing to current mechanical limits in compressor translation stages.
A spectral slice centered at 970 nm, with 50 mW of average laser output power, was used to obtain TPF images of a mouse intestine section. The average power at the microscope sample plane was 5 mW. The acquired images without (Fig. 3 left) and with 10 frames averaging (Fig. 3 right) feature a high signal-to-noise ratio, due to the system compressor ability to adjust for the highest peak power at the sample plane of the microscope. The ability to obtain sufficiently high SNR images without averaging demonstrates the laser system potential for the fast imaging. As a future work, we will deploy 80 MHz or higher pulse repetition rate laser oscillator for TPF imaging and other nonlinear microscopy modalities. For this purpose we have considered the detected signal in the microscope (TPF signal) in terms of a figure of merit (FOM), which is proportional to the average power of the second harmonic signal which is also is proportional to the product of the peak and average power of the fundamental (IR) laser output (FOM TPF ~P ave (2ω) ~P ave (ω) P peak (ω)). The peak power of the laser system output is limited by the fiber damage. While keeping the laser output peak power constant, we can increase the oscillator repetition rate twice and increase the oscillator average power twice. Therefore, with 80 MHz oscillator we can increase twice the figure of merit (FOM) for TPF imaging.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated high SNR TPF imaging of a mouse intestine section using an ultrafast laser system with 30 fs pulse duration, 50 mW average power, at 970 nm. The relatively simple and potentially low-cost laser system consists of a high power, low-noise, SESAM-modelocked Yb-doped solid-state laser, coupled into a microstructured fiber, followed by a simple prism compressor performing also the spectral selection. Compressibility of the output laser pulses to 30 fs within the tunable range of 800 to 1200 nm, demonstrates the high degree of coherence in the generated continuum.
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